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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data Driven Processors (DDP’s) are specialized computation engines configured to solve 
specific numerical problems, such as vertex reconstruction. Tbe architecture of the DDP which is 
the subject of this talk was designed and implemented by W. Sippach and B.C. Knapp at Nevis 
Lab. in the early 1980’s’. ?ltis patticulat implementation allows multiple partdlel streams of data 
to provide input to a heterogeneous collection of simple operators whose intemotmection form an 
algorithm. The local data flow control allows this device to execute many algorithmic steps in 
parallel and many events con~urrendy. The DDP so configured can execute algorithms extremely 
quickly pmvidcd that care is taken in the layout of the algorithm. I/O rates of several hundred 
megabytes/second an roatincly achieved thus making DDP’s attractive candidates for complex 
online calculations. 

This talk originates from a series of discussions which became CERN RD.215. The 
original question was: “can a DDP teconsttuct tracks in a Silicon Vertex Detectw, find events with 
a separated~vertex and do itfost enough tote used as an online trigger?” Restating this inquiry as 
thaw. questtons and dexribing the anwets to the questions will be the subject of this talk. The 
tlmx specific questions ate: 

(I) C&an algorithm te found which teccmst~cts tracks in a planar geometry and no magnetic 

(2) Cm separated vertices be ncogniztd in some way; 
(3) Can the algorithm bc implemented in the Nevis-UMass DDP and exexxte in I@20 ps? 

The answer to these questions is “yes”. 

1. OUTLINE 

The discussion begins with a description of the Silicon Vertex Detector geometry relevant 
to vet%% teconshuction. The next section consists of a statement of the algorithm developed for 
vettex reconstmction in the SVD. A comparison of the simulated data with data from CERN P- 
23gz verifies that the calculation correctly predicts vertices. A short section describes the DDP 
implementation, mlevant architecture and execution time. Finally the expected trigger efficiency 
based on Monte Carlo is presented. 

3. SILICON VERTEX DETECTOR 

The algorithm will depend on the detector’s geometry. channel configuration, spatial 
resolution. channel occupancy, noise and event type (especially minimum bias). The specification 
of the algorithm benefited greatly from the existence of data from CERN P-238 which utilized a 
43003 channel SVD system. This SVD consisted of 4 quadrants each (4.5 cm)* in area. Each 
q@mttt had 6 planes of x-view and 6 planes of y-view. The strip pitch was 50 pm and strip 
wtdtb 25 pm The cnttte deteztor was centered on the SPS beamline with the planes perpendicular 
to the beam. lhis test tun demonstrated that the ttattsverse and longitudinal vertex positions (x. y. 
2) can he determined to 25.25 and 20 pm. 
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The test also demonstrated the feasibility of operating an SVD close to the beam of the 
SPS, and the viability of forward open geometry spectrometers such as proposed by the COBEX 
collaboration. 

4. VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm was developed by generating minimum bias and B-meson events using a 
PYTHIA;GEANT simulation. The results of the simulations were checked against the data from 
P-238 to msure some degree of veracity. The “data” from the physics/detector simulation was then 
submitted to a DDP emulator which performed the algorithm in Table I in an exact software model 
of the DDP. 

executed 
in parallel 
for each 

Table I. Vertex rcconstmction algorithm 
Fmd Pomts 

Fmd Tracks usmp. wints from tbne 
dcvctw plattii, loop over points in 
segment tint and third plane and predict 

the second plane’s point 
within 25 pm (note that narrow 
m&i eliminates tracks which 
scatter in Silicon, accidental 
tracks. etc.). 

Resect Dupltcates IOOP Over ltst of tracks 
cotilpating slopes and 
interceots. eliminate those track 
duplic& fatthest from beam. 

exaued 
for all track 

Calculate Pnmary Vertex calculate the z-pmttm of 
intersection with beam line for 

candidates the list of rracb. 
Track Ehmmatum chmtnate rrmks wtth Imm or 

rnOR pmjec3ed impact 
parameter (events with more 
than 10suchtrack.x ate 
l+ClCd). 

lfcrale these 
steps 2 times 

Calculate x* Use track slope and interceptF 
to calculate an e”ent Y= at 
pnmaty wttex. 

Ehmmte Track eliminate track with worst ~2, 

Ctdculatc final x2 

llte calculation can be organized so that the “typical” event reconstruction time might be 
less than the “full” event ~o”struction time. This is achieved by organizing the algorithm to reject 
events which cannot posstbly pass the final cuts, e.g. the strip multiplicity is too small, the point 
multiplicity is too small, the track multiplicity is too small. etc. Many eventz con be eliminated on 
only a partial cmnputation. 

The final decision made by the algorithm must decide if all the tracks come ftom a common 
vertex. This decision used the final ~2 from the reconstruction calculation. Typical vertex 
disttibutions from P-238 lit Gaussians in x- and y-views with (I = 100 and 84 pm. This was 
consistent with a 30 vrn measurement resolution and a 16 w beam width in the y-views. Similar 
resolutions could be obtained online pmviding a potentially powerful separated vettex trigger. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF T~HE DDP 

The algorithm described in the preceding section will k partially constructed and operated 
during CERN RD-21. The basic outline of the implementation has been described in other 
references’. Although the panicular hardware implementation in ECL is ten years old the DDP 
returns large computation time advantages over standard commercially available systems. 
“Modernization” of the hardware is possible, as are new architectures6. Then ate plans undeway 
at UMass to pursue some of these posstbdmes. 

The performance of the processor in terms of computation speed breaks into two pans: 
calculation latency and computation time. The latency is defined hete as the time for the result to 
emerge from the bottom of the pipeline. In the case that the result is the trigger decision. this time 
is also the “computation lime”. However. results may be available before the full computation has 
completed. Thus the time to the tint result is the pipeline latency, the time to the last result is the 
computation time. Offline studies of the RD.21 DDP demonstrate that an entire event requires of 
order 104 clock cycles for the event to pass through the DDP. At 5Ons per clock cycle this would 
require 500 ps. However. this is the latency of the DDP. The computation time is propmtional to 
the product of the numkr of strips in first and third planes. A number of events can k pipelined 
jn the DDP. teducing the time ktween output by the number of events in the pipeline. Further 
tnc-s in computation spxd can lx achieved by taking full advantage of the parallelism available 
in the DDP architectun. In this SVD geometry the x- and y-views of each quadrant of detectors 
could have separate line tinder hardwan This would result in an eight fold incnase in the most 
computationally intensive stage. ?licse details arc presented here to provide a glimpse at some of 
the issues which need to be resolved at the implementation age of Ihe DDP design. 

6. TRIGGER EFFICIENCY 

Details of the trigger studies have been presented elscwherr). Many of the specific results 
of these studies depend on the exact properties of the wentS and the detectors. Monte Carlo tesults 
have been checked with data when ever possible, e.g. the P-238 data were used to check the 
PYTHIAGEANT simulations. 

Figure I shows the efficiency of the separated vertex trigger for B, + D;n’?r+lr- and 

B, + J I v K,” as functions of tk x’ cut in the DDP algorithm. This study indicates that the 

minimum bias event backgrounds could be suppressed by l/lo0 for a x1 cut of 30 while the B- 
mem decay modes wouldbe reduc.ed by l/4 to in. 

The practical aspects of such triggers is king studied by RD-21 at CERN in a “fixed 
targcr mode, i.e. using a target foil behind which the SVD is positioned. This test will help verify 
the stmulstion study results and pmvide valuable experience in interfacing the DDP to the SVD 
readout electronics. 
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Figure I. Trigger efticiency of the separated venex trigger algorithm used 
in the DDP as a function of the ~2 cut for COBEX at the TEVATRON. 
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